緒 言
)，反双晶変形 によって母相が変位するとすべり変形領域と反双晶変形領域 との間に空隙が生じる (Fig. 8(a 2) )．空隙の先端では同様 showing difference between the mobilities of the same twin boundaries which were not fatigued ((a 1) and (a 2)) and fatigued for 10 3 cycles ((b 1) and (b 2)). The SEM observations were conducted on the specimens which were subjected to tensile stress ((a 1) and (b 1)) and subsequent compressive stress ((a 2) and (b 2)). 12 Fatigue life of the twinned specimens which were annealed at temperature ranging from 573 K to 1173 K before fatigue loading. All the specimens were fatigued at stress amplitude of 160 MPa. 
